Abstract-We propose a novel formulation for relaxed analysis-based sparsity in multiple dictionaries as a general type of prior for images, and apply it for Bayesian estimation in image restoration problems. Our formulation of a 2 -relaxed 0 pseudo-norm prior allows for an especially simple maximum a posteriori estimation iterative marginal optimization algorithm, whose convergence we prove. We achieve a significant speedup over the direct (static) solution by using dynamically evolving parameters through the estimation loop. As an added heuristic twist, we fix in advance the number of iterations, and then empirically optimize the involved parameters according to two performance benchmarks. The resulting constrained dynamic method is not just fast and effective, it is also highly robust and flexible. First, it is able to provide an outstanding tradeoff between computational load and performance, in visual and objective, mean square error and structural similarity terms, for a large variety of degradation tests, using the same set of parameter values for all tests. Second, the performance benchmark can be easily adapted to specific types of degradation, image classes, and even performance criteria. Third, it allows for using simultaneously several dictionaries with complementary features. This unique combination makes ours a highly practical deconvolution method. Index Terms-Image restoration, L2-relaxed L0 pseudo norm, maximum a posteriori estimation, L2-relaxed sparse analysis priors, multiple representations, fast constrained dynamic algorithm, robust tunable parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ESTORATION is a classical image processing problem [1] , [2] . Given a blurred and noisy observation, y, the aim is estimating the original image x following the observation model:
where H is the matrix performing the blurring, with a kernel which we assume is known beforehand (otherwise, the more complex "blind deconvolution" problem arises); n is most often modeled as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), as we do here, though more realistic models are possible (see, e.g., [3] ). Since restoration is an ill-posed problem, it is convenient to regularize it using a prior. Classical methods, like Wiener filtering or Markov random fields, typically include such regularization e.g. [1] , [2] , [4] - [6] (a classical exception is the Richardson-Lucy method, which is merely based on Poisson likelihood). In the recent literature, three general approaches have contributed in an especially significant way to the current state-of-the-art: (1) classical local statistical image models in "framelet" domains (e.g., Gaussian mixtures); (2) sparsity-based marginal models, also using redundant dictionaries; and (3) spatial-redundancy image models, like non-local means (NLM) [7] and related methods.
Methods of the first kind are often applied in two stages to overcome their local nature: first regularized deblurring, then non-white denoising, e.g. [8] . The second methodology has gained a wide acceptance due to its conceptual elegance, its simple formulation, and, in some cases, to a high performance compared to classical methods (see below). For the third group, NLM has been successfully applied to denoising, e.g. [7] , [9] , and it has also been adapted to image restoration with excellent results [10] - [13] .
More recently, we are witnessing a convergence of "the best of both worlds" of sparsity in redundant dictionaries and non-local redundancy, with highly impressive results for restoration [14] - [17] . Similarly, some other models have proposed combining the "conditionally Gaussian" description (e.g., Gaussian mixtures, as in the adaptation of the denoising method in [18] to image restoration [8] ) with learning the nonlocal redundancy of the image [19] , [20] . Another successful refinement of the simple sparse marginal prior consists of considering "structured sparsity" (e.g. [20] , [21] ).
Despite their scientific interest, current methods following combined approaches are still highly demanding computationally. Here we are rather interested in those methods of the second kind, for which a sparse prior is assumed. Sparsity may be considered in two different ways [22] : (1) if a synthesis prior is used, it is assumed that the image may be represented as a linear combination of relatively few elements from a (typically) redundant dictionary. In that case the sparsity should increase with the amount of redundancy of the dictionary [23] . This is a popular approach in the recent literature, e.g. [24] - [29] , being also closely related to signal processing problems such as basis pursuit or compressed sensing (see [26] , [27] , [30] - [35] ). On the other hand, (2) analysis-based sparsity priors assume the image is locally highly incoherent (provides nearly-zero responses) with most of the elements of a (typically) redundant set of kernels. The most popular approach of this kind is Total Variation (TV), where the kernels are discretized first-order differential operators, e.g. [36] - [43] . "Framelet" representations have been explored as well, e.g. [44] - [49] . When using analysis-based priors the sparsity is not generally improved by increasing the redundancy of the dictionary. However, this kind of prior usually leads to simpler optimization problems compared to the synthesis-based case. In addition, analysis-based priors may be easier to justify, from an empirical Bayes point of view, than their synthesis-based counterpart, because, contrary to the synthesis case, analysis coefficients are directly observable. We note that recent work has explored the joint use of analysis and synthesis sparsity, especially in conjunction with wavelet frames as analysis dictionaries [50] - [53] .
A detailed review of the state-of-the-art on sparsity-based restoration lies beyond the scope of this article. However, we may categorize most of the recent research in this area into two (overlapping) classes. First, those works pursuing the design of new priors both in synthesis-based [28] , analysis-based [40] , or hybrid methods [54] . These priors may be adaptive, e.g. [28] , [40] , [45] , [55] , [56] , relaxed (pseudo-) norms (e.g. [42] , [43] , [46] ), or the recently introduced non-local-TV, [41] , among others. Secondly, there is a substantial amount of literature devoted to improve the efficiency of the algorithms for solving large scale problems raised by sparsity-constrained restoration (e.g. [30] - [32] , [57] ). For example, fast iterative thresholding [36] , [37] , [46] , [58] , gradient descent [38] , [40] , Graduated Non-Convexity (GNC) [42] , [43] , augmented Lagrangian [26] , [27] , or Bregman iterations [41] , [59] have dramatically boosted the efficiency (in computational terms) of optimization methods for analysis and synthesis priors. Many of these techniques are particular cases of proximal methods, which provide a powerful unifying framework for convex optimization, especially for large-scale non-smooth problems arising in sparse image restoration (see, e.g., [60] - [62] ).
The references above may be alternatively classified attending to the form of the sparsity-enforcing term (the prior, on a Bayesian view). The most direct way to promote sparsity is penalizing the 0 pseudo-norm (number of non-zeros) of the solution. However, this penalty is non-convex, leading to a NP-hard minimization problem. Furthermore (and even worse), the 0 pseudo-norm is discontinuous, which means that tiny differences on the signal may provoke huge changes in this measurement. The vast majority of the authors circumvent these two pitfalls by using a convex relaxation of 0 , namely the 1 norm. This is grounded on the consideration that for extremely sparse solutions the 1 -regularized solution is actually the sparsest (minimum 0 ) solution [63] . Besides, the use of a true (hence convex) norm means that the global optimum is attainable. Unfortunately, typical real-world (non-cartoon) images exhibit a much less extreme sparse behavior, thus making such a theoretical equivalence of little practical use for image restoration.
During the last years, many results have pointed out the interest of the 0 pseudo-norm as a prior, typically in shift-invariant redundant dictionaries (e.g. [46] , [54] , [58] , [64] - [69] ). Despite of the above mentioned problems, highly robust and efficient thresholding strategies have been proposed to work around inherent difficulties of this pseudonorm [58] , [68] , [69] , and yet certain discretized 0 problems can be globally optimized despite their non-convex nature [54] . Even so, real images are not strictly sparse in any generic dictionary. Whereas this is true in general, it becomes even more evident for the analysis-based sparsity, which cannot be increased by increasing the redundancy of the dictionary. This concern has led some authors to use hidden variables accounting for the deviations from hard sparsity (e.g. [46] , [66] ).
Here we contribute a method conceptually simple, computationally efficient, highly robust, and providing close to state-of-the-art performance. An analysis sparsity prior is proposed allowing for a remarkably simple formulation with a single estimation loop (no nested loops), which is key for the efficiency of the method. Based on our previous discussion, an 0 penalty is chosen. To address the need for relaxing the sparsity concept, we replace our preliminary hidden variable-approach [46] , [66] with an alternative 2 -relaxed 0 pseudo-norm. Like in [42] , [43] , [70] , and [71] , we avoid the discontinuity of the penalty through 2 −relaxation. However, in our case, the rationale behind such relaxation is an explicit signal model. At the same time, the particular structure of our penalty function admits a highly efficient alternating optimization algorithm.
Compared to our former proposals [64] - [67] , the new optimization procedure now fits a standard Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation. Furthermore, the (tight) frame oriented approach in [46] and [47] is extended to unconstrained (even incomplete!) dictionaries, endowing the model with extra flexibility. Additionally, here we prove the estimation loop to be unconditionally convergent. Finally, we justify and apply the heuristic in [47] of using a fixed number of iterations below the convergent regimen to dramatically accelerate the execution pipeline. We will show a practical optimization strategy of the free parameters, and results which are both highly competitive in performance, and which can be predictably obtained in a very short time. We believe these unique features make our approach a good candidate for designing future real-time hybrid analog-digital imaging systems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces a prior in terms of a strictly sparseuniform distribution affected by a Gaussian perturbation. We provide a mathematical formulation of the 2 -relaxed 0 prior which makes use of an implicit optimization of a hidden variable. This formulation is the key for the highly efficient algorithm explained in Section III, where we describe our Bayesian estimation method. Section IV describes the selection of the dictionaries and parameters of the model. Section V studies the behavior of the method in different scenarios: convergent (static and dynamic), and nonconvergent (or constrained dynamic). Section VI presents and discuss some results on standard blur tests (with AWGN) and monochrome images. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. A 2 -RELAXED 0 ANALYSIS-BASED PRIOR
A. Maximum Entropy Analysis-Based Sparse Image Model
When observing the responses of local linear kernels to an image, we may schematically consider two components: (1) response to high-contrast local patterns (such as edges, bars, or patches of predictable texture); and (2) response to low-contrast, amorphous-like, texture. Typically, high-contrast texture has some local pattern structure, whereas unstructured texture (similar to filtered noise) has most often relatively low contrast. Thus we may associate high-contrast local features responses to a sparse (in the transformed domain) image model component, a, and low-contrast, random-like, texture to an unstructured residual component, r . We model the local kernel response x as the sum of these two terms:
For a given dynamic range [−M, M], a marginal maximum entropy model for the sparse component a is a = cu, where c ∼ B(1, P) is a Bernouilli trial, with P 1 (to produce sparsity), and 
This prior can be also interpreted as a Bernoulli mixture of a high-probability low-variance Gaussian (representing unstructured texture component) and a low-probability high-variance plateau (representing the sparse component). Other authors have proposed similar two-component mixtures governed by a Bernoulli random variable, but typically using two Gaussian densities, instead [21] , [72] , [73] . Taking logarithms, it yields
is a small constant, because we have assumed both P 1 (sparsity of a) and σ r M (low contrast residual). Under these assumptions we can approximate:
where α = −1/ log( ) (note that α > 0), and T = σ r √ 2/α. The approximation of Eq. 2 comes from that, for any z > 0
which is straightforward to prove. Figure 1 illustrates the normalized minus log density and its approximation as a truncated parabola. Be aware that in this work we use this model just as a starting point for introducing a useful analysis prior for sparse image linear filtering responses. We make no claim of providing a quantitatively accurate description of the image responses, as would be required if, e.g., we performed an empirical Bayes estimation.
B. An 2 -Relaxed 0 Analysis-Based Prior
Motivated by the previous model, we define our image prior, given a certain set of analysis matrices * j , j = 1 . . . J (where here A * denotes conjugated transpose of A), in terms of a relaxed (continuous) variant of the 0 pseudo-norm:
where x ∈ R N , * j x ∈ R M j , with M j ≥ N, typically, and the α j 's control the relative influence on the prior of each linear representation * j . v (0;T ) denotes an 2 -relaxed 0 pseudo-norm of v, with parameter T , defined by:
where h (v, θ) denotes the vector resulting from setting to zero the v components smaller than θ in magnitude (i.e., hard thresholding). 1 This pseudo-norm is a sum of saturated-to-one parabolic arcs around zero, fulfilling lim T →0 v (0;T ) = v 0 . Note that the pseudo-norm defined in Eq. 4 is precisely the Moreau envelope, with parameter T 2 /2, of the 0 pseudonorm, and h (v, θ) is its associate proximal mapping (see, e.g., [62] ). However, we follow here a different approach Algorithm 1 2 -Relaxed 0 Image Restoration Algorithm from 2 − 0 proximal methods (like [71] ) for deriving our algorithm. We have two degrees of freedom ((α j , T j ) or, equivalently (α j , σ r, j ), because these three variables are coupled, as we showed) for each analysis matrix * j . Our motivation for using several analysis matrices instead of just one is capturing a diversity of local image features. These features are related to orientation, phase and spectral selectivity of their linear kernels. Of course, one can also build a single analysis matrix, simply by stacking several ones (as in [46] ). However, that removes some degrees of freedom (α j and σ 2 r, j ) that help to adapt the prior to the behavior of the linear responses.
III. MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI ESTIMATION
Operationally, what makes the foregoing approach particularly attractive is the possibility of expressing the prior as the result of a minimization in an auxiliary vector (Eq. 4). This feature allows for a very efficient MAP optimization algorithm. The MAP problem, by using Eq. 4 and Eq. 3, is:
which, for y = Hx + w representing a linear blur plus additive Gaussian white noise, w ∼ N (0, σ 2 w I), and using Eq. 4 yields:
We attack this optimization problem by alternating marginal minimizations in x and {a j , j = 1 . . . J } [46] , [47] . Given the non-convexity of the cost function, convergence to the global optimum will, in general, not be attained. However, every step of the marginal optimization is simple and yields the global marginal optimum, as we show next. Marginal optimization in {a j } for a given x is non-linear, but straightforward, because vector elements are decoupled, and the collection of J vectors are independent, so it can be done element-wise, and independently for each j . It results in hard thresholding each analysis vector with its corresponding threshold T j :
On the other hand, optimizing x for given {a j }'s involves a quadratic equation:
Starting from an initial guess (the observation y) and alternating these two marginal optimizations results in Algorithm1. In the favorable case, which we will assume here from now on, when H implements a 2D convolution, and
j is a shift-invariant operator, we can efficiently compute Eq. 7 in the Fourier domain:
with
and |H (u, v)| 2 are computed outside the loop. Thus, if the analysis and synthesis operations (first and third steps) are efficiently implemented, the computational cost per iteration of the algorithm may be modest. To perform the matrix inversion of Eq. 7 it is necessary that the intersection of F and H null spaces be, exclusively, the null vector. In the shift-invariant case, this trivially implies that, for any combination of positive {σ 2 r, j } and σ 2 w , the denominator of Eq 8 will vanish at no spatial frequency.
IV. CHOOSING THE MODEL COMPONENTS
A. Linear Transforms { * j } Our candidate representations are those providing sparse responses when applied to typical images. Image features that range from edges and bars (highly localized in the spatial domain), to linearly predictable texture (highly localized in the frequency domain), or intermediate oriented patterns with a high joint space-frequency localization, produce sparse responses when analyzed with suitable kernels. Shift invariance is another desirable property of the analysis matrices. However, to achieve full shift-invariance with linear transforms based on a rich set of analysis kernels is too computationally costly. Furthermore, note that perfect shift invariance is not a requirement for our Fourier-based implementation, which just requires matrix F to be shift-invariant. With all this in mind, plus some efficiency considerations, we have chosen the following J = 3 representations:
We use as a starting point the orthonormal basis
, and make a translation invariant 2D representation by applying tensor products of these kernels to every single pixel of the image. Note that these vectors correspond to a (high-pass) bar detector, a (band-pass) edge-detector, and a low-pass convolution kernel, respectively. Performing crossed tensor products we obtain nine (3 × 3) kernels, with different orientation (vertical, horizontal and mixing the two diagonals), local phase and spectral selectivity. To remove unnecessary redundancy, we dropped the low-low kernel, reducing thus the redundancy factor from 9 to 8. Note that, after removing the low-pass kernel, the resulting representation is no longer a frame.
2) A Local Discrete Cosine Transform (LDCT, * 3 ): Our image model is intended to sparsify low-entropy, linearly predictable texture, too. Locally quasi-periodic texture gives rise to peaks in the (local) spatial frequency domain. We have chosen a redundant Local Discrete Cosine Transform by using half-overlapped 16 × 16 blocks. The resulting transform is a Parseval frame of redundancy factor ≈ 4.
3) Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (D-T CWT, * 2 ):
In between the two previous extremes (highly localized oriented features with poorly localized spectral responsesTILs, and poorly localized oriented features with highly localized spectral responses -LDCT) there are other representations, which use relatively small kernels, but still relatively narrow-band in frequency. We have chosen the highly successful 2D Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform [74] . This representation provides truly oriented features with an associated phase, with a low redundancy factor (4). Also, although it does have intra-band aliasing, it is designed in a way that its negative impact is, to a large extent, avoided. Here we chose to have three scales, and for its associated wavelets we used nearsym a for the finest details and qshift b for the rest. Note that this representation is complementary to TILs, as it does not include vertical nor horizontal bands. Table I summarizes the features of the 3 representations.
B. Parameters' Empirical Optimization
When the computational load of every deblurring experiment is low, an appealing possibility is tuning the model parameters, instead of estimating them. That is, establishing an empirical measurement of the method's performance on a set of representative deblurring experiments, and then search for the parameter values maximizing that performance. Despite its empirical nature, this approach has some important advantages over doing classical (e.g., Empirical Bayes) estimation of the parameters. One of them is that the parameters can be easily tuned to any particular performance index. The same may be said about adapting the algorithm to work under particular types of blur and noise regimes. Naturally, higher performance should be expected when narrowing the operational (and training) conditions (blur, noise, type of images). In this work, however, we aim to demonstrate the ability of our method to provide high performance on a wide range of degradation types, using the same set of trained parameters. We have used different images for training and testing sets, for a large and heterogenous single set of degradations (see Subsection VI-A for more details).
We have considered two global performance indices, one based on the mean square error (MSE), and the second based on the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM, [75] ). For the first one, we have used the output/input MSE ratios for each experiment, which we term here MSER, directly related to the Increase of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (ISNR). Optimizing the average MSER favors the relative error reduction. For the second index, we have simply used the average output SSIM.
V. DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
As stated in Section II, the cost function of Eq. 6 is not convex. As such, we do not claim our method achieves global optimization. By alternating optimizations in a and x until convergence (which we prove in Appendix A) we just ensure that the fixed points of the algorithm are local minima of the cost function. Nevertheless, we can apply global-optimization techniques for accelerating the convergence. A way to do this is through homotopy continuation, i.e., by imposing a certain dynamic evolution to the model parameters. Provided that the transient parameters converge to their reference values, the resulting fixed points of the so-modified algorithm are not changed, still being local minima of the original cost function. In our case, we accelerate the convergence process by starting from a high variance of the residual component and then decreasing it at every iteration, until reaching its stationary, reference, value σ 2 r . In terms of the transient cost function, this larger residual variance can be visualized as a sort of 'smoothening' of the original cost function, which is then progressively de-smoothed (see [65] , [66] ) until recovering its original form. This kind of de-smoothening the cost function helps an accelerated convergence into favorable minima [76] . The actual effect of using a dynamically decreasing residual variance in the algorithm is twofold: On the one hand, because T j ∝ σ r, j , it results in dynamically decreasing thresholding. Other authors have also motivated the use of dynamic thresholding based on the same concept of evolving reliability of the intermediate estimates in the convergence loop (e.g. [55] , [56] ), or just by finding useful heuristics for sparse approximation or image restoration (e.g., [44] , [45] , [77] ). On the other hand, through Eq. 7, it results in giving progressively more weight to the sparse component a in the estimation, as this term becomes more accurate through iterations. In Fig. 2 we have compared the mean square error obtained using the original version of the algorithm and a dynamic version usingσ 2 r, j (n) = ((K − 1)β n + 1)σ 2 r, j , with K = 16 and β = 0.5, on the training set of images and degradations (see section VI-A; parameters used here are shown in Table II , static case). The acceleration is very noticeable, reducing the required number of iterations for practically achieving convergence by roughly one order of magnitude (from 100 to 10).
A. Constrained Dynamic Optimization
As shown above, by using dynamic parameters we accelerate convergence with respect to using static parameters. A question arises: is the algorithm equally effective in practice without running it to full convergence? In fact, we can interrupt the loop before reaching full convergence and still achieve similar performance (see Fig. 2 ). However, there is a conceptual price to pay: results can no longer be interpreted, sensu stricto, as (local) optima of a model-based cost function. We have followed the same empirical optimization approach for tuning the parameters as we did in the static convergent case, given a fixed (now small, e.g. 10) number of iterations, and a performance criterion on the same set of training deblurring experiments (see Section VI-A). Whereas in the dynamic unconstrained (convergent) case we set a reference 2 r, j (n) =σ 2 r, j β n (exponential decays have been previously used, but just for the threshold, e.g. [44] , [45] , [77] ). The complete set of parameters to be optimized now is β, {α j ,σ 2 r, j , j = 1 . . . 3} . It is important to note that, although in a strict sense such procedure is no longer returning the optimum of our cost function, it can be argued that the solutions it provides are, nevertheless, close to those optima, whereas it requires much less computation. The constrained dynamic version can be regarded as a shortcut respecting the overall features of the solution, but greatly accelerating the process. Such acceleration, at the training stage, allows to carry out an empirical optimization of the set of parameters in reasonable times.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Training and Test Set of Experiments
1) Images:
We have used three gray-level photographic images for the training process (shown in Fig. 3, top row) . This number has been chosen intentionally low to demonstrate the robustness of the optimization of the parameters through training. One is the standard image House, as it can be found, e.g., in SIPI (USC) image database, converted to gray level. The other two are Pout and Westconcordorthophoto, which belong to the Matlab® package distribution. We have cropped all these images to a common size of 240 × 240 pixels, and, in the case of Pout, we have also stretched and gamma corrected (using γ = 0.6) its histogram to give it a more natural appearance. This latter image has artifacts, such as photographic grain noise and superimposed fibers/scratches on the film. We have included it in the training set to show how robust is the training process to these imperfections. The set of test images are standard 256 × 256 gray-level images: Lena256 (a resized version of the standard 512 × 512 Lena), Barbara256 (the upper right quadrant of the standard image Barbara), and the standard image Cameraman. Cameraman and Lena256 images present dominant high-contrast features such as edges, lines, corners, etc., whereas most texture is far from periodic. The Barbara image, on the other hand, contains lots of high-contrast structured texture (mostly corresponding to clothes).
2) Degradation (Blur Plus Noise) Parameters: We have considered eight degradations previously used in the deblurring literature, as a sequence of blur produced using a convolution kernel (or Point Spread Function, PSF) and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). All kernels have been normalized, so they do not affect the mean. PSF1 corresponds to 1/(1 + i 2 + j 2 ), with i, j ranging from −7 to 7. PSF2 is the uniform 9 × 9 kernel. PSF3 is obtained by normalizing the outer product [1, 4, 6, 4, 1] T × [1, 4, 6, 4, 1] (binomial filter, similar to Gaussian). PSF4 and PSF5 are Gaussian kernels with dispersion parameters σ = 3 and σ = 4, and spatial supports of 21 × 21 and 9 × 9, respectively. Note that, unlike PSF4, in PSF5 the Gaussian tails are heavily cropped (not being, thus, its shape really Gaussian). All kernels have been applied with circular (DFT-compatible) boundary conditions. Exactly the same set of simulated degraded observations has been used for all the experiments compared in this article. Table III (left) lists the chosen noise levels (σ w ), expressed as standard deviations of the added noise.
3) Parameter Optimization:
For each version of our method and each performance criterion (MSE or SSIM) we have performed a separate training. We have considered four scenarios: the original (static, convergent, tested with 50 iterations), and the constrained dynamic (ConDy) approach (for 5, 10, and 20 iterations). We used the Nelder-Mead simplex search method, as implemented by the Matlab® function fminsearch, setting to 100 the maximum number of cost evaluations. For the static version (N i = 50, β = 1) we started from the seed α j = 5 and σ 2 r, j = 100, for j = 1, 2, 3, and for the constrained optimization (ConDy) we started from α j = 5,σ 2 r, j = 5000, and β 0.3, 0.6 and 0.7, for N i = 5, 10 and 20, respectively. Table II shows the results.
B. Comparing Several Versions of the Proposed Method 1) Convergent Static Versus Constrained Dynamic, and Number of Iterations:
On the left side of Table III are in bold characters. Surprisingly, results are generally better for the constrained dynamic than for the static, convergent approach. On average, using ten iterations provides a significant improvement (+0.13 dB) over using only five. Higher numbers of iterations (e.g., 20) do not improve average results.
2) The Role of Each Linear Transform: We have tested the performance using all possible subsets of our 3 chosen image representations. The parameters were, again, independently optimized for each combination of image representations. We used here the method constrained to run ten iterations (ConDy-10). Figure 4 (right, bottom) shows the average performance (ISNR, in decibels). The rest of the graphs in the figure show average results for each of our three test images. It is clear the dominant role of LDCT for representing linearly predictable texture (as for Barbara's clothes), but it is also significant how it also helps to improve the results in general (see Average graph). The inclusion of either TILS or D-T CWT in any configuration always results in average performance improvement. We also see how in the Cameraman case the practical absence of linearly predictable texture explains why including LDCT in the set does not necessarily help. In that case a single representation of edges and bars, like TILs, suffices to obtain excellent results. This does not happen in Lena, which has some "narrow-band" texture (feathers on the hat), so it also benefits from LDCT and D-T CWT.
C. Comparison to the State of the Art 1) Compared Methods:
For reproducibility sake, we have chosen representatives of the state of the art for which either source code or executables are readily available. Focusing on recent works that pursue high performance, low complexity, or both, we have considered: GAPG [38] and MTWIST [57] in the group of TV and their non-local counterpart, NL-TV, in [78] , the FNNMM proposed in [43] and the MMMG (3MG) toolbox for 2 − 0 regularization of gradients [71] as examples of non-convex analysis priors, C-SALSA [27] for synthesissparsity priors, and three collaborative methods based on non-local redundancy: BM3D [11] , IDD-BM3D [17] , and the approach in [12] , which we dub LANLR standing for "Locally Adaptive, Non-Locally Regularized". To attain a fair comparison in all cases, we have fine-tuned the parameters of each algorithm (see Appendix B) according to the same training procedure we use for our own.
2) Discussion: In Table III we have emphasized using non-white backgrounds the best result, for each experiment. Among our proposed methods the best, on average, is ConDy-10, which sets a new state of the art level in SSIM performance terms in one out of eight experiments. Its average performance is well over all other methods not using a non-local approach. Compared to those using a collaborative approach, our method is tied, on average SSIM, with BM3D and LANLR (0.855), whereas IDD-BM3D, the new method from Danyelian and collaborators [17] is significantly better, either measuring performance as average MSER (expressed as ISNR) or SSIM. Our method is also clearly superior to the non-local total variation method from Zhang and collaborators [78] .
It deserves special attention to discuss why IDD-BM3D is achieving such an outstanding performance. Although the authors formulate its sparsity-promoting method from a different conceptual frame (inspired by a Generalized Nash Equilibrium between fidelity to the observation and sparsity), the resulting algorithm is very close to ours (in [79] they refer to [46] as one of the precursors methods). However, they use a much more powerful (and more costly too) non-local, collaborative, image representation. Therefore, IDD-BM3D has the best of both worlds: efficient sparse estimation and collaborative, non-local, adaptive, representation. The price to pay for using such sophisticated non-local image representation is computational complexity.
Regarding the specific behavior of our methods compared to its immediate competitors, for each tested image, we see how our performance is comparatively worse for Barbara and better for Cameraman. These results can be explained because, among the four methods (LANLR, BM3D, IDD-BM3D and L2-r-L0), ours is the only one not using a non-local model. While Barbara has a lot of repeated patterns (high non-local redundancy), Cameraman lies on the opposite side (few structurally repeated patterns). Lena is a more balanced case between local and non-local redundancy. Regarding the dependency on the noise level, our methods behave especially well when there is little added noise (e.g., σ w below 1).
In Figure 5 we show a visual comparison of the obtained results for the methods MTWIST (best among the previous non-local methods), BM3D, LANLR and our ConDy-10, for two representative experiments: PSF5, with σ w = 0.25, and PSF1, with σ w = √ 8, the first applied to Cameraman, an image having a moderately low amount of non-local redundancy, and the second applied to Barbara, an image with high amount of non-local redundancy. Looking at the table, we see that in the first case (low noise) our method clearly outperforms the others (BM3D ranks second), and in the second case (high noise) BM3D is the best one (and ours ranks second in SSIM and third in ISNR, close to LANLR, second). Visually, we observe that MTWIST provides quite a good result for the low noise, high entropy texture case (left) whereas in the more difficult case on the right (high noise, low entropy texture), it fails to regenerate texture. In addition, a close exam reveals "staircase" artifacts, i.e., false contours, typical of TV-based methods, as well as some "phantom lines" (inner structure of the tripod, in Cameraman). Our method, being, like MTWIST, based on optimizing a sparsity measurement, although not artifact-free, it is nevertheless able to regenerate most of the low-entropy texture (Barbara's clothes), and its image model, which allows for a certain deviation from pure sparsity, avoids the "staircase" artifacts. Compared to LANLR, our results in both cases have fewer artifacts, especially visible, in the LANLR case, on the faces of Cameraman and Barbara, and also as "ringing" around dominant spatial frequencies (e.g., spurious parallel lines around legs of the tripod). BM3D, on the other hand, achieves a very good visual appearance, but it is neither free from "ringing" (e.g., around inner structure of the tripod, and right arm and shoulder of Cameraman, or in Barbara's nose), spurious oscillations (Cameraman face, and, in general, in blank spaces surrounded by high contrast features, e.g., between face and camera), or a comparatively greater loss of detail (e.g., building on the right, or the right hand of the cameraman, with blurry fingers). Besides that, it heavily damps the contrast of high-entropy texture (as the ground texture on Cameraman). On the other hand, it is clearly the best among the compared methods at recovering lowentropy texture (see parallel line patterns on Barbara's clothes). In comparison, our result in Cameraman is free from the just mentioned artifacts, but in Barbara there appear some (discrete) spurious oscillations and the texture on the clothes is not so perfectly regenerated.
How costly to implement are the compared methods? We display in Figure 6 the behavior of the methods (we have added ConDy5, Condy20, ASDS [28] and MFISTA [37] to the ones of Table III ) on a joint performancelog(time) representation, including their standard deviations. Relative performance has been measured as increment of SSIM with respect to the average output SSIM for each experiment. The main contributors to the computational cost in our method are the linear transforms (analysis and synthesis). The three representations used here are quite fast, even implemented in Matlab®, but much faster ones can be devised and implemented. 2 Of course, the displayed time depends, besides on the inherent complexity, also on the implementation details. We used a 2 × 2.26 GHz Quad-Core ®Intel Xeon architecture. Here all the compared methods have been implemented in Matlab®, but three of them (NLTV, BM3D, IDD-BM3D, all drawn with dash lines) include compiled modules. Remarkable facts are the relative high speed of MTWIST, FNNMM, BM3D and the constrained dynamic versions of our method (ConDy), on the one hand, and the overly slow run of LANLR and ASDS, on the other hand. MMMG, IDD-BM3D (implemented using 40 iterations) and NL-TV are still quite slow, despite the two latter including compiled code. Each iteration of MMMG, on the other hand, is very fast, but it typically takes more than one thousand iterations to converge. MMMG results plotted here were limited to a maximum of 1,000 iterations, which explains its apparent low temporal variability (leaving the algorithm to run until convergence increases running time dispersion without improving the performance). The only methods among all the analyzed achieving high deblurring performance in short running times are BM3D and our 2 -r-0 , in its ConDy version. However, as previously stated, code for BM3D has been partially compiled, and this compensates in part for the extra complexity needed for its non-local adaptive representation (BM3D, also used in IDD-BM3D).
About robustness: Relatively poor performance of MMMG and C-SALSA can, to a large extent, be explained by their performance being highly sensitive to small changes of their parameters. This makes difficult to find a single set of parameter values providing good results for the whole set. This can be measured by computing the average difference of peak performance for each individual test and the cross-validated performance, which are very high in both cases (.43 dB, .015 SSIM, for MMMG, and 1.50 dB, .041 SSIM, for C-SALSA) when compared to the global average difference (.25 dB, .008 SSIM). At the other extreme, NLTV, BM3D
and IDD-BM3D are very robust (average difference < .10 dB and < .005 SSIM). The rest of the methods, including ours, are not far from the average (e.g., ConDy-10: .24 dB, .005 SSIM). Another aspect of robustness is related to the uniformity of the methods' performance, in the sense of low dispersion of execution time and relative image improvement. As shown in Fig. 6 , ours are, jointly with LANLR, the most uniform methods in this comparison.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented and tested a deconvolution method with remarkable behavior, in several aspects: It is fully modelbased, following a classical Bayesian (MAP) approach, with a new image prior. This prior explicitly considers non-structured texture (intrinsically non-sparse) as a fundamental component of images, thus deviating from purely sparse ("cartoon-like") image models. It is very fast, as the estimation algorithm (promoting analysis-based sparsity) has no nested loops, and uses non-adaptive, simple, linear representations. We formally prove the convergence of the algorithm. Its efficiency is further boosted by optimization of the parameters of a dynamic, quasi-convergent, version using a constrained (short, e.g., 10) number of iterations. It is highly flexible, as it allows for optimizing any scalar performance benchmark, as well as tuning the parameters to deal with specific types of images and degradations. This joint optimization of the parameters for a wide set of degradations works, because, contrary to other methods, ours is robust with respect to parameter tuning: optimized parameters for a set of experiments are close to optimal for other experiments. It is also flexible in terms of being built upon several image representations (complementary multiple features) which are also adaptable to the restoration scenario. Here we have proposed three representations to promote sparse features ranging from bars and edges to linearly predictable texture. In contrast to other recent highly successful methods using non-local adaptive representations, ours is local, i.e., it does not exploit the non-local redundancy found in natural images. Nevertheless, its performance is close to the state-of-the-art, whereas it is well above previous local sparsity-promoting restoration methods.
Given the above good practical properties, plus its already published addenda for the cases of non-Gaussian noise [3] and spatially variant blur [80] , we believe the presented methodology is an excellent candidate for being embedded in real imaging devices (at least, initially, under controlled image acquisition conditions). Short term goals to extend its practical applicability are tacking with image distortion and with real boundary conditions (see, e.g., [81] 
For each a, the cost function (6) is quadratic in x, so the optimum x opt is obtained from a opt at a local minimum as:
Consequently, minimizing the cost function (6) in (x,a) is equivalent to minimizing the following cost in a:
where we have defined the following matrices for convenience:
From C 2 (a), we introduce the surrogate objective function
where [A] m denotes the m-th row of A, and j m is the linear transform index m belongs to. For each b, the cost C S 2 is now decoupled with respect to the components of a, so that it can be element-wise minimized by hard thresholding [82] :
where ρ m is the under-braced expression in Eq. (15) 
Note that applying thresholds T j /σ r, j to a is equivalent to applying thresholds T j to a j . Then, equation (17) is easily proven to be equivalent to Algorithm 1 by developing into:
In what follows, we prove the succession {x (n) } ∞ n=0 obtained from the coefficients {a (n) } ∞ n=0 is unconditionally convergent. Lemma 1: The eigenvalues λ r of R fulfill 0 ≤ λ r ≤ 1, and the eigenvalues λ p of P fulfill 0 ≤ λ p ≤ 1.
Proof: Since Q is symmetric and positive definite, we have:
so that P is also Hermitian and positive semi-definite, with real eigenvalues λ p ≥ 0. Hence, the eigenvalues of R will be λ r = 1 − λ p ≤ 1. Reasoning on the singular value decomposition of P, its eigenvalues are either 0 or they equal those of:
so the eigenvalues of P are λ p ≤ 1, hence λ r ≥ 0. Note also that the null eigenvectors of P are those vectors not comprised in the row space of . Lemma 2: The succession {C 2 (a (n) )} ∞ n=0 is unconditionally non-increasing and convergent.
Proof: After Lemma 1, we can define the real operator L = (σ 2 w P) 1/2 , such that:
where equality 1 is easily obtained by developing on eqs. (12) and (14), and inequality 2 comes from a (n+1) being the minimizer of C S 2 (a, a (n) ). Now, since {C 2 (a (n) )} ∞ n=0 is bounded by zero and non-increasing, it is necessarily convergent. This condition does not imply that {a (n) } ∞ n=0 is convergent.
Lemma 3: Call a the projection of a in the row space of , and call a ⊥ its orthogonal complement, such that a (n) = a (n) + a (n)
⊥ . The sequence {a (n) } ∞ n=0 is convergent. Proof: Like in [82] , we study the series n t n=0 a (n+1) − a (n) 2 2 , which is obviously monotonically increasing. We may prove as well that it is bounded, hence convergent:
where b l is a lower bound for the non-null eigenvalues of L, and we have used inequality 2 in Lemma 2. Note the eigenvectors of L are the same as those of P, hence a ⊥ is orthogonal to L.
Lemma 4:
The succession {x (n) } ∞ n=0 is unconditionally convergent.
Proof: Let us study the series n t n=0 x (n+1) − x (n) 2 2 , which once again is monotonically increasing: 
where b u is now an upper bound for the singular values of = Q . Since the series is monotonically increasing and bounded, it follows that {x (n) } ∞ n=0 is always convergent.
APPENDIX B PARAMETER SELECTION FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
The methods compared often rely on parameters balancing the contribution of the terms depending on either data confidence or prior knowledge. Each author provides means to fix such parameters depending on the known standard deviation of noise, typically as a function ξ = f (σ w ) (see Table IV ).
As long as the actual form of f is directly derived from the rationale behind each algorithm, we keep such functional dependencies and fine-tune the corresponding parameter as ξ = K cv · f (σ w ). The constant K cv is optimized via crossvalidation: for each algorithm and parameter, the restoration scheme is run over the set of training experiments described in Section VI-A while sweeping the values of K cv . The optimum is that value achieving the best pooled MSER or SSIM.
The results for the MMMG toolbox, however, are sensitive to three parameters: λ, δ, and η. Given the similarity with our approach, they are assumed not to be noise-driven, so that we use constants K cv,1 · λ, K cv,2 · δ, and K cv,3 · η. The optimum vector of K cv,i is searched over a 5 × 5 × 5 grid ranging from two orders of magnitud below to two orders above those values suggested by the authors. Such grid is progressively refined around the optimal pooled MSER (or SSIM) found for the previous resolution, until the change in MSER (or SSIM) is small enough. The smooth variations of MSER (and SSIM) across the successive grids justify this process.
Almost all the methods tested integrate a built-in stop condition, hence they are run until convergence. For IDD-BM3D, however, a fixed number of 40 iterations is used as opposed to the default's 200 iterations. The step size is conversely increased from its default value of 1.0 to 3.0. These changes have been empirically checked not to significantly compromise the accuracy of the algorithm, while they allow to perform the training in affordable time. For all other parameters not related to the degradation scenario, we use the default values provided by the authors in each case.
